Thirteen 15 m long, 50 mm aperture SSC dipole magnets, designed jointly
Thirteen 15 m long, 50 mm aperture SSC dipole magnets, designed jointly by Fermilab, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the SSC Laboratory, have been built at Fermilab. The firat nine magnets have been fully teated to dste.
The allowed harmonicn are systematically ahiRed from zero by amounts larger than the *pecification.
The unallowed harmonica, with the exception of the skew sextuple, are consiatent with zero. The magnet-temagnet RMS variation cd all harmonics is much smaller than the specification. The meraured a is compared in Fig. 1 with that predicted from' the coils sizes. Although there is a systematic asymmetry in these coils, in a larger production run using several sets of tooling this effect would tend to average to eero.
Even with this systematic effect, the 95% confidence limit on the RMS about zero is within the specification. This magnet, whose b, lies at the lower right of the distribution, has been excluded from the fvat two columns of Table II. The unallowed harmonics lie on a line with a slope a little less than one, since the yoke enhances the dipole field more strongly than the higher harmonic fields. The collared coil measurements in Fig. 2 predict the cold values with an RMS uncertainty of shout 0.1. The source of this shift is not understood, nor why it affects only b,.
S-ary
The field quality of these nine SSC dipoles is good and the magnet-to-magnet reproducibility is excellent.
The values of a and a can be understood in terms of measured'coil size:. There is a good correlation among measurements taken at several assembly and teat cycle points, and systematic differences in the allowed harmonics can be understood in terms of the magnetic and mechanical interactions of the yoke. 
